FIESTA EL PILAR 2007
Celebrating the Maya Forest as a Garden
Saturday, October 13, 2007
11 am to 4 pm
Music by Perro Negro ♦ Displays ♦ Food and Beverages
At the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History,
Fleischmann Auditorium

Meet Beatrice Waight and Alfonzo Tzul,
Maya Forest Gardeners from El Pilar, Belize!

11:00 am   Fiesta Begins
11:30 am   Panel with Maya Forest Gardeners and
Landscape Designers, to explore the Maya Forest
Garden, and emerging sustainable gardening models.

1:30 – 4:00 pm   Fiesta! Engage with the forest gardeners, panel participants, and
people interested in gardening, archaeology, conservation, landscape design, the
Maya, anthropology, and permaculture.

Suggested contribution: $25
Contact Anabel Ford 805 893 8191
ford@marc.ucsb.edu       www.marc.ucsb.edu

Join Us and Discover the World of the Maya
Past and Present

Many Thanks to our Generous Sponsors!

Casa Magazine, Chocolate Maya, Fusano Specialty Olives, Los Arroyos,
Landscape Art Design Pacific Travelers Supply, Solvang Pies,
Our Daily Bread Bakery & Cafe, Santa Barbara Farmers Market,
Santa Barbara Independent, Sojourner Cafe, Teeccino Caffé,
TintaLatina, Vía Maestra 42, Pascucci, Tom Shepard’s Farm,
and the MesoAmerican Research Center UCSB